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Why massage?  

  

Massage not only has multiple physiological and mental 
benefits but can also correct many problems.   

  

Just some physical benefits include: 

o Increasing muscle tone 

o Increasing range of motion and joint mobility 

o Improving venous and lymphatic drainage 

o Reducing swelling and reversing scar tissue 

o Decreasing blood pressure & Increasing blood circulation 

o Decreasing recovery time from injuries and strenuous work 

o Releasing tension and triggering relaxation 

  
Just some typical riding problems massage helps:  

o Riding crooked or drifting 

o Difficulty bending and flexing properly  

o Leaning or pulling on the bit 

o Head tossing and shaking  

o Trouble picking up or holding leads 

o Riding too slow or too fast 

o Pain-derived behavior problems  

o Inverting through the back and disengaging the hind-end 

o Riding head-high  

o “Hunter-bump” or ilium-sacral damage  

o Saddle fitting issues   

o Fatigue and exhaustion  

o Inability to perform to specific discipline requirements  
  



 

 

 

What to expect with your massage program?  

  

Each horse has different needs and different levels of injury or pain. The first visit 

out to see your horse is an assessment visit, aimed to determine where on a 

program they need to begin.   
  

Injury Rehabilitation  

If your horse has significant issues that you aim to have resolved, it is 

recommended that you schedule one massage, every two weeks, for two 

months.  

That is 4 massages in a two month-span. These are rehabilitative treatments, 

aimed to focus on the specific problem areas and relieve the pain that is causing 

lameness or lack of performance. Providing that your horse’s problems are  

resolved by then, your horse should go onto a reconditioning program.  
  

Reconditioning   

Reconditioning focuses on removing the cause of the injuries that should now be 

feeling better. Getting to the root cause of the issues is pivotal to ensure that the 

issues don’t reoccur. A large focus is placed on monitoring the horse’s natural  

movement and maximizing correct movement according to equine biomechanics.  

This phase may require watching the horse work on the lunge line as well as 

under saddle to monitor progress. It is recommended that this phase last for six 

months, with one massage each month.  
  

Preventative Maintenance  

Once your horse has rebuilt their muscle and strength with correctness, they can 

move onto a preventative maintenance program, which requires some massage 

every three months – a total of four each year. These massages are like 

“checkups” – the body is monitored to ensure that the injuries are not returning 

or causing secondary issues through compensation that occurred. This program is 

especially important if the horse is competitive.  
  

  

  

  



 

 

 

How to stretch your horse  

  

Neck stretches  

  

Use a carrot or treat to tempt your horse to turn their neck without 

moving their feet. Have them stretch down to the outside of their knee, 

and down to their stifles. They will be able to stretch a little further 

each time! Do each stretch once on either side.  
  

Tail stretches  

  

Standing behind the horse, slide your hands down their tail and then 

lean back, pulling their tail with you. The horse will likely lean against  

you to get a better stretch. Hold for 10 seconds and release slowly. You 

can also take a hold of the tail bone and lift, curling the end gently 

towards the horse’s body.  
  
  

  



 

 

 

Leg and shoulder stretches  

  

Take a hold the leg and cup near the ankle bone or fetlock. Gently 

stretch the leg forward, holding above the ground. Watch that your  

body is out of the way in case the horse raises their leg or pulls it away.  

Wait for the horse to release and lowers their leg towards the ground.   

  

Back Stretches  

  

Find the abdominal line under the belly, cup your fingers together, and 

scratch while lifting upwards. Watch for the back to rise. Do the same  

on the bum by running your hands down the hindquarters, feeling for a 

slight dip in the muscle. Scratch in firmly and watch for the back to rise.  

Do both five times each day.  
  



 

 

 

Does your horse need a chiropractor?  

  
A lot of people are unsure whether to use a massage therapist or a chiropractor. 
If you’re begun this massage program before a chiropractic program, you made 

the correct choice, especially if your horse’s degree of pain is quite high.   
  

Remember that muscle has the ability to manipulate the mobility and flexibility of 

joints. When a horse has put a joint out of place, the muscles around it will 

tighten to hold it in place and keep it safe. As a massage therapist, I work to 

release those tight muscles and help you strengthen them to make them normal 

and healthy again.  
  

 

  
At the point where we have worked extensively with the muscular system, if 

there are still joint issues, it is then the proper time to introduce chiropractic. If  

you introduce it too early, your horse’s adjustments will likely be short lasted, as 

the muscles surrounding that joint will likely pull it back out of place with their 

tightness. The horse must first learn how to use its body differently.  
  

When you have booked a chiro adjustment, you should invest in a massage 

approximately 2-4 days in advance, and about a week after. That will ensure 

primarily that the muscles are relaxed and ready for an adjustment, and 

secondarily that they stay relaxed and do not allow the adjustment to reverse.  
  

Recommendations of reputable chiropractors are available!  


